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Direct control on the environment, minor control over the character. Played by Furry-Sneezes.

Morning came to the lush green forest, the warm sun stirring a small red fox from her sleep.  She smiled sleepily, giving her fur a shake and inhaling the crisp morning air.  The cold air tickled the inside of her muzzle slightly and she scrunched it slightly to ease it away.

The birds chirped and flew by overhead. The leaves shook in the early chill winds, and several floated to the ground. A strong gust blew across the ground and through the fur of the small vixen.

She shivers, the deep parts of the forest still cold, so she begins to make her way towards the more open areas, hoping to relax lazily in the sun and warm up

The canopy of the woods gives way to an open sky, still brightening slowly. The wind spins around in the field, stirring the leaves and flowers every now and then. A log rests along edge from a fallen oak. The leaves have mostly fallen off and the branches beginning to rot and break apart. There's a small ant pile against its side. The field contains several types of flowers, as well as several mice running along. Beyond the field, the forest continues, a small howl coming forth from it from time to time as the wind blows through.

Still quiet sleepy, the fox walks into the field, not giving much thought to her surroundings,  She finds a sunny spot and stretches out on the grass, her face resting a little too close to some of the flowers, all which were blooming in the bright sunlight.  The wind takes a fresh helping of the morning pollen into the air.  The fox sniffs, a tingling starting on the tip of her nose, but she ignores it

She curls up in the middle of the field, tall grasses and flowers surrounding her. Her tail swishes back and forth a little, and then comes to rest on her nose as she tries to cuddle up for a nice nap. A few mice run by not too far off, her large ears flicking as she picks up the sounds. But she's not hungry yet, and would prefer to rest. Her surroundings have a different idea, though, as her nose continues to tingle.

Her fur brushes against her nose, the tingling beginning to blossom into a full blown tickle.  Her nose begins to twitch.  Irritated at her own mistake, she moves her tail away but a little too suddenly, as it kicks more pollen and dust from the ground into the air, a cloud of it settling around her muzzle.  She snorts, trying to get rid of the tickle as her muzzle begins to wiggle ever so slightly

The wind dies down and the birds become quieter. Little can be heard, as the little fox struggles with the tickle.

The tickle has begun its slow assault on her nasal passages, creeping from the tips and rims of her nostrils to inside the beginning of her muzzle.  Thankfully she wasn't allergic to pollen, or she'd be sneezing up a storm already.   As the prickly beginnings of a sneeze make their way up her nose, it begins to get a little moist and she sniffs reflexively.  Not the brightest move, it draws more of the cloud of dust and pollen into her nose, which only made the tickles climb deeper into her sinuses.  Her mouth begins to open as her breathing starts to hitch

A single strong gust comes through, and the tall grass blades bend at the will of the wind. A few dandellions break apart and swirl into the air, and the grass brushes against the red vixen's fur and face. She quickly responds by sitting up, but is still lost in the increasing tickle.

The vixen shakes her head, nostrils beginning to flare and contract with the new batch of irritants.  She brings a paw to her nose to try and rub it, but the fur from her paw has a good amount of pollen and dandelion pieces in and it make her pull her muzzle away in surprise.  "Haa...." the sneeze began, the tickles like waves running down her muzzle, her nostrils flaring more and more rapidly

The vixen's paw lifts from the ground, trying to stop the tingling. After a few unsuccessful rubs, it comes down to rest on a dewy spot of grass. This causes her to slip down, muzzle landing back in the grasses.

A cloud of dust and pollen burst from the grass, and the sudden slip stuns the vixen enough that she doesn't think to hold her breath.  She inhales a huge helping of dust, pollen and anything else that might have been in the grassy patch she disturbed.  Her sneeze reflex is kicked into overdrive from all the irritants, and any hope she had to avoid sneezing is dashed away.   Her mouth is open quite a bit, her ears pin back and her nostrils flare as wide as they can. "Huuu!!  Ahh...ahhh....Haaaasheeeew!!!"

She wasn't going to get much of a rest at this rate. The tired vixen whimpered some as she looked at the layer of dirt and pollen stuck to her nose. The morning dew hadn't helped in that regard. However, she wasn't quite awake enough to stand back up yet. She rubbed her paw over her nose to try and knock some of the dibris off, while still laying where she slipped.

The rubbing gave little relief.  Her nose was coated in the tickly particles and another sneeze was already building in her muzzle. "Heh.....heeeeh.....heeeiiishooo!!"

Another small gust blows through the grasses and her fur. Another flock of birds passes by overhead. The sleepy little vixen struggles with the tickling, but it's getting even worse. Her tail flicks behind her as she tries to get relief.

"Aaashoo!!" The next sneeze exploded suddenly, enough to get the small fox to bring herself to stand.  Laying around lazily in the meadow wasn't doing anything to calm her nose down so maybe if she moved the prickly tickles in her muzzle would finally go away.  She sniffed and opened her eyes to look around, only to catch a glimpse of the bright morning sun.  The tickles intensified throughout her entire face, the need to sneeze worse than ever.   "Huuh...haaah ahhhh!" Her eyes squeezed back shut, her ears pinned against her head.  "ahh....ahh...." She scrunched and wiggled her muzzle, trying to get the sensations out.  Her nostrils flared wildly, her breathing sucking more pollen in. "Ahhh  Haaa haaa haaaa!!" She lifted her muzzle up, the pollen, dew, and her own moistness glistening in the sunlight.  The little touch of warmth from the sun was the final straw for her poor little nose.  "Haaaaaashoooo!!!" the sneeze exploded, quite loud for her tiny body.  It wasn't the last one thought.  "Ahhhsheeew!!   Heh...heh....heeeeiiishoo!!   Shoo!!  Ah....hhaaa.......haaaaaaaCHOO!!"

At last, the fox managed to rid herself of the irritation of the field. She is definitely awake now, and starting to get a bit hungry. The bits of pollen floating in the air may be a little annoying, but aren't enough to over-take her at this point. As long as she doesn't go rolling around in them, she should be fine. She starts to look around for a meal walking by. Around her are mice crawling in the grass, and the occasional bird dropping down to the ground by the edge of the forest. There could also be something back behind the fallen tree to eat. She shakes herself clean of the dirt and walks forward to a spot with a few less flowers.

The vixen sniffed the air (carefully this time not to do so when the wind was blowing) and caught the scent of a few field mice.  With  the ground moist and warming up they'd likely be scouring for bugs poking their way out of the soil.  She ran through the meadow on the hunt.  It was a sheer stroke of luck that not only did she find one, but it had its back to her.  The little mouse was digging at something and didn't even hear her approaching.  She slowed her pace to a near crawl and began creeping toward the mouse.   Careful not to make a sound she neared closer....closer....then froze suddenly.

The mouse hopped to and fro, before noticing a small nut in the ground. It stopped and started to dig excitedly. The vixen crept up behind the creature, but it didn't notice. For a moment, it seemed like the mouse was to be doomed, devoured as a tasty morning meal for a larger creature. Entirely fixated on the mouse, she failed to notice a blade of grass in front of her that was now poking the inside of her nose.

The vixen was at a loss as to what to do.  This was a horrible twist of fate for the poor hungry fox.  She wasn't close enough to pounce the mouse just yet and the grass was already starting to tickle her sensitive nostril.  If she moved forward it would only go deeper and make the tickle unbearable but if she tried to shake it out it would tickle more of her nose.  And a sneeze right now would almost definitely frighten the mouse away and she'd be hard pressed to see where it went.  All she could do now is try not to sneeze and keep moving forward.  Her muzzle was already beginning to twitch....

The blade of grass bent slightly as she took her first small step. Her paw coming to rest lightly on the dirt. She moved for a second step and the blade gave to the presure and slipped its way further into her nose instead of quickly sliding out. It poked at her still-sensitive nostril and bent a bit more.

When the blade slid deeper into her nose, she took a shaky breath.  The tip of the grass was poking one of the most sensitive parts of her nose, causing her eyes to begin to tear.  She snorted and sniffed, trying to push the grass free from her nose, but all it managed to do was make it slide around her nostril, making the tickle worse.  "Hehhhh......ehhhhh......heeeeeehhh...." She couldn't help but hitch her breath, trying as best as she could to keep it quiet.  She couldn't sneeze now, it would frighten her breakfast away!  "Hahhhh.......ha....ha...."

The morning winds were dying down, but not enough to keep them from causing trouble. Thankfully, the wind was atleast blowing away from the mouse, so the critter was still mostly unaware of her presence. However the gust of wind didn't help the blade of grass. The existing one shook, and another brushed at the other side of her nose. She's managed to keep quiet enough so far, but it's likely not going to last. She pushes forward against better judgement, trying to atleast get a bit closer to the mouse before she has to sneeze.

"Huuuuuuhhhh....." She breathed deeper, the second blade of grass pricking her nose like a feather.  Her vision was blurry from the sneezy tears and quickly closing as she succumbed to the sneeze.  She couldn't see the mouse anymore, and holding the sneeze in was a losing battle.  "Huuuh.....uhhhhh.....huh!" the last breath caused her nostrils to flare, which invited the second blade of grass in.  That was too much for her poor nose.  "Huuuuh....huuh!..huh!! HUHHHCHOO!!"

The mouse immediately bolted away at the sudden noise behind it, leaving the nut behind. It runs off at full speed past the fallen tree and to the shelter of the woods. Looks like that's two creatures who have missed out on their breakfast.

The vixen gave chase to the mouse, but only for a few leaps, as she knew it was futile. After she stopped, she gave a shake to her fur and started to skim the area once again in search of another potential meal. She began to walk back through the field.

She walked slowly, a feeling of defeat weighing down on her, magnified by the still emptiness of her stomach. 'Stupid nose...' she thought, 'why would part of my own body stop me from eating? Isn't it hungry too?" As if to answer her, a tiny itch fluttered down her nostril, deep into the cavity of her muzzle.  "Hiisshooo!!" she sneezed with a jolt.

Following that, a small yawn is the next thing to escape her maw. She pads slowly over to the fallen log at the edge of the field and gives it a nudge with her muzzle. Maybe there's something trying to hide inside of it.

Each nudge disturbed the log, and insects of all kinds scurried from the wood. The thought of eating a grub seemed a lot less appetizing than the mouse, but also would be a lot easier to catch... maybe if she suffered through a few of them she would have the energy to chase down some real food. The need to sneak up and pounce wasn't very necessary with grubs, but another thing may impede her prowess. Nudging the log had kicked up tiny clouds of mold and dust, which had begun to tease the insides of her nostrils. She pawed and wiggled her muzzle, trying not to sneeze as she closed in on one of the slower, fatter bugs.

Ignoring it the best the fox could, she continued working on catching and eating the small bugs. Chew. Chew. Gulp. Not that bad. Still, the tickle was rather annoying. As she fought against it mentally, she dug at the moist ground around the end of the log, trying to find a few more large insects.

Chewing actually helped alleviate the tickle in her nose.  And as much as she hated to admit it, it felt good to have something in her stomach, even if it was pudgy bugs. Snuffing more dirt from her nose, she pushes at the log and dislodges another yummy treat for herself. This was becoming quite the stroke of good luck for her!

After having munched down a few more beetles and grubs, she sits down where she was standing and swishes her tail back and forth in a satisfied manner. Behind her, the ant pile that had been built up against the log was buzzing with anger at being disturbed. Thankfully, it wasn't completely demolished, but many ants were swarming about it and trying to rebuild as quickly as possible.

For the first time today, a tickle somewhere other than her nose began to creep along her body. In her hindquarters, it felt like a few dozen tiny needles were poking her. She lazily swiped her tail about, but it seemed to make the feeling intensify. The pokes and tickles were gradually getting closer to much more... sensitive parts of her body when she finally turned her head around and saw.... EEK! There were ants crawling all over her rear end! Startled beyond reason, she leaps into the air...

Up into the air, and down onto the top of the log. Unfortunately, the old rotting log was not able to hold the force of her landing upon it. It proceeded to cave in, taking the startled vixen in with it. Now, it was not all that large of a log, but it was big enough hold a fox inside of it. She laid there, flicking her tail to get the ants off and scrambling to turn herself upright, but being the old log that it was, the top had practically disintigrated, releasing ages of decay into the air, and lodging itself within her fur as though it was a precious new home.

Still quite preoccupied with the ants, she turns her body around frantically and wiggles her tail and butt about. While this does dislodge the intrusive insects, it does nothing to help the growing cloud of mold and decay rising around her. The poking feeling from the ants is replaced with a dull itch that spreads about her body from the dust and mold, trumped of course by a firey tickle in her nose as she didn't think to breathe only through her mouth. "Uhhh........huhhhhh" she can feel the beginnings of a sneeze seizing control of her body, the feeling so strong she practically forgets about the few ants still irritating her skin. Her nostrils twitch and flare wildly, her muzzle scrunches and wiggles as her whole body is focused on expelling this ever-growing cloud of particles from her snout.  "Uhhhh HUHHHSSSSHHIIIIOOOO!!!!"

A first sneeze comes, and the shaking log erupts with a small cloud of debris. The only real way out is to climb back the way she fell, as going forward doesn't really lead to an exit. Though it seems the fox has a few other things to worry about before leaping out of the log.

"Haaaaishhoo!!!" A second sneeze erupts from her, much smaller than the first but still enough to rattler her body a great deal. She definitely had to get out of here, as all her sneezes were managing to do was stir up more of the moldy junk that irritated her sinuses in the first place! A sudden yelp! comes from her as the other bothersome element in the equation is remembered. A handful of the ants are still angrily biting at her skin, many far too close to somewhere private for comfort. She didn't know what she did to deserve this but she was getting out, now. With as best a leap as she could manage she shot toward the opening.

Perhaps fate was feeling sorry for her, or maybe she was just really skilled at jumping, but she managed to clear the log just fine. She landed roughly in the grass field and flailed about trying her best to knock the ants and decay out of her fur.

With a final shake, most of the grossness was gone, and she was pleased. Moreso as, despite the extra ordeal, her belly was full and the day was young. There was still a nagging tickle in her muzzle, one that seemed to be stuck despite any amounts of snuffing or sniffing, but she wouldn't let that spoil her good feeling right now. Happily, she trotted off, likely to a small stream she knew of to get something to drink.

Back she goes towards the way she entered the field earlier this morning. Where she woke up wasn't too far from a small river, and it was warm enough now that the shady area would not be as difficult as it was at first. No more dewy grass, no more chill winds. That's to say nothing for the tree mold still stuck all along her fur. At least the ants seem to be gone... Well, mostly gone.

Ignoring the itchiness and uncomfortable feeling the crawling ants were giving her, she leaned forward and began lapping at the water. It felt cool and nice on her tongue, a definite compliment to her earlier meal. She shivers, but not from the water temperature. Either something is still bothering her nose or some of the cold water got in there. Either way, tickles are radiating down from her nostrils all the way to the base of her muzzle.... "Uhhh..........huhhhh..........." the sneeze is building very slowly, but there's no stopping it. Her eyes flutter and close, her mouth begins to sag open, drops of water falling back into the stream. Her nostrils expand more and more, as the teasing sensation creeps deeper into the cavities of her muzzle.

The vixen takes a seat and continues to focus on her muzzle as the sneeze builds. The stream flows by quietly, the only noise it makes is a ways down, with the area by her being mostly shallows.

Her body was shaking all over. These were the worst kind of sneezes, the kind that seemed to teeter on the edge of a massive explosion yet just wouldn't reach that point. Tears were beginning to form at the base of her eyes and the tip of her nose was beginning to turn a slight flush of red. Her nostrils quivered wildly, oh how she wished to sneeze right now! "Uhhh..........huhhhh...........ahhhhhh.....!!!" her chest rose and fell, and even the bothersome ants didn't catch her attention anymore.

A bluebird lands on the opposite bank a small ways down and begins to take a drink. Of course, this doesn't do a thing for the vixen, as she continues to sniff and struggle with the irritation. Maybe something from the log earlier had worked its way into her sinuses, or maybe there was a dandilion fluff that got stuck inside.

Whatever the case, the poor vixen couldn't quite get the tickle out. "Ahhh...hahhh.....AHHH!!!" The urge to sneeze was definitely getting stronger though, as she gasped in more air her muzzle raised itself higher, and her nostrils flared wider. Tears now dripped down her furry cheeks and her mouth hung slack open. Boy this was going to be a big sneeze when it happened! Or would it be? Just then her muzzle began to lower... the tickle was backing off. Even though the rims of her nostrils still pulsed violently, the need to sneeze was fading. Did it go away? But the tickle was burning in her snout... it didn't make sense.... Her eyes slid open slightly, her vision blurred by the moisture from her tears. She needed to find something to get this tickle out!

The vixen looks around her. Nothing but the stream, and the rocky bank she is resting on. Beyond that, she can't see clearly enough, unless she were to go looking. A small gust blows through, but it comes from behind her, and doesn't really accomplish anything.

The small gust felt good, and despite her predicament, she enjoyed it. It felt especially nice along her tail...wait of course! That would fix everything! The vixen laid on her side and brings her tail up to her face. Closer... closer to her nose, the mere thought of the fluffy tip against it is enough to set her nostrils flaring with anticipation. It was barely an inch away... just a little more... Another breeze brought the fur from her tail upward, and more than just a slight brush of fur went into her waiting nose. She snuffed, the irritation from whatever had been in her tail fur spreading through her sinuses like a swarm of bees.  She coughed once, raising her muzzle high in the air, gasping. It twitched madly.... "Huhhh uhhh huhhhh!!!" she gasped, the sneeze about to explode from her tiny body.

The tickle was more forceful than before, but moments later, it died back down. It would take more persistance to bring it forth from the little vixen.

"Huhhh...." She felt the sneeze slip away again. This was beyond torture, she wanted to sneeze so badly! She tried to coax it out herself, sniffing harshly and holding her muzzle in the air. Each sniff sent another wave of tickles down her nostrils, but not quiet enough to trigger a sneeze. It was a good thing there were no predators around, she'd be lunch for sure, sitting by the river, eyes fogged with sneezy tears, nose high in the air, wiggling, practically out of breath from all the false starts! She had quite enough though, and tried tickling her nose with her tail again. This time, despite how it felt when her fur brushed her nose, she kept at it, wagging the tip of her tail against her quivering nose. She supressed the urge to take larger breaths and even the one to wiggle her nose. No, this time it was either a sneeze or she sat there forever tickling her nose!

As the vixen sat there, tickling her nose with her own tail, nothing of interest happened nearby. She was able to continue on, and be fully absorbed in taking care of this troublesome problem. When she felt she had given her nose enough tickling punishment, she put her tail to the ground, and let her reflexes do the rest.

"Ahh!!! AHH!!!" There was no stopping it now, even if she wanted to. Her nostrils were throbbing, her muzzle scrunching and wiggling, her chest expanding, this was a huge sneeze alright! Her eyes squeezed shit, her ears pinned back, her front paws even dug into the ground and.... "AHHHIIIISHOOOOOO!!!!" She sneezed so hard the water even rippled a little. Boy, it felt good to.... To..... "IshhhooO!!! Hahhh uhhhh uhhhshoo!!! SHOO!!!" She kept on sneezing, each one seeming to make her muzzle feel worse not better, the entirety of all the dust and other irritants finding their way out of her nose but not nearly quickly enough that they didn't trigger more sneezes on the way out. Her little body shook with the force of each sneeze, she was barely able to keep her balance between breaths.

Much quicker than it began, the sensation vanished. The vixen takes a moment to catch her breath and immediately decides to wade into the stream. She flops down in the water, and the last of the ants wash away, the bits and pieces of log in her fur drift off. She climbs out on the same bank she entered from and collapses in the grass nearby, laying there in the morning sun to dry off. Soon, she slips into slumber, leaving the morning's bad luck behind her.

